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Abstract: Image processing innovations assume a significant part in diagnosing
and distinguishing diseases and monitoring these diseases’ quality. In Medical
Images, detection of breast cancer in its earlier stage is most important in this
field. Because of the low contrast and uncertain design of the tumor cells in breast
images, it is still challenging to classify breast tumors only by visual testing by the
radiologists. Hence, improvement of computer-supported strategies has been
introduced for breast cancer identification. This work presents an efficient compu-
ter-assisted method for breast cancer classification of digital mammograms using
Adaptive Resource Allocation Network (ARAN). At first, breast cancer images
were taken as input, preprocessing step is utilized to eliminate the noise and unim-
portant data from the image utilizing a Butterworth filter. Adaptive histogram
equalization is utilized to improve the contrast of the image. Multimodal cluster-
ing segmentation has been applied, and Tetrolet transformation based feature
extraction is applied at various levels, based on this, data classification is imple-
mented. For exact classification, ARAN is utilized to predict if the patient is influ-
enced by breast cancer. Compared with other current research techniques, the
proposed strategy predicts the results efficiently. The overall accuracy of
ARAN-based mammogram classification is 93.3%.

Keywords: Adaptive resource allocation neural network; butterworth filter;
histogram equalization; breast cancer; mammogram; machine learning

1 Introduction

The leading cause of female deaths in the world is due to breast cancer. It has been observed that early
detection of cancer can help to decrease the mortality rate among women, and it can potentially help to
increase life expectancy. In breast cancer diagnosis, among the available various techniques,
mammography is the most promising technique and used by radiologists frequently. Mammogram images
are generally of low contrast and added with noise. On breast mammogram bright areas do not indicate
cancer. In some mammograms, there may be malignant tissue and normal dense tissue.

Finding the difference in the contrast between malignant and normal dense tissues is not possible by applying
manual identification processing. A mammogram is essential to understand cancerous lesions’ mass areas and
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understand the tumor and its segmentation. Therefore, the detection of malignant lesions in mammogram images
is one of the active research areas. Many techniques, including computer-assisted detection systems and machine
leaning-based methods, were introduced to segment breast cancer in mammogram images. However, no solution
promises the best or can successfully meet the criteria of detecting only cancerous regions.

This work focuses on detecting tumors, representatives of the values of the more intense reference on the
breast area. However, in special normal dense tissues with intensities similar to the tumor area, it is necessary
to identify the tumor area, excluding these areas successfully. This work consists of four stages:
Preprocessing, Segmentation, Feature extraction, and classification.

2 Literature Survey

Several researchers have been made to show an automatic recognition framework for the early analysis of
breast cancer. In [1–3], authors used a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) based mammogram classification
detailing a precision of 87.66%. In [4,5] proposed a Computer Aided Design (CAD) model using Grey Level
Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) for feature extraction followed by order utilizing K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN),
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [6], and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [7]. Also, it consolidates histogram
balance, some morphological tasks, and an Otsu’s-based thresholding strategy for dividing the Region of
Interest (ROIs). As referenced, the classifiers’ exactness is 73%, 83%, and 77%, individually [8,9].

A mixture technique using wavelet and curvelet transform was introduced [10,11] to extract the
mammograms’ features. In [12–16], they used a covering-based strategy for feature choice. This plan
used the Fuzzy genetic framework for feature choice and obtained the precision of 89.47%. In [17], they
proposed two distinctive automated techniques to order the classify the harmful mammogram tissues. The
principal segmentation procedure is performed through an automated district developing whose ANN
threshold is procured [18]. The resulting segmentation is finished by a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) whose limits are created utilizing a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [19,20].

At last, extraordinary characterization models like Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), k-NN, SVM, naıve
Bayes, and arbitrary timberland are used, yielding a precision of 86.47% with MLP [21–23]. In [24], they
proposed a CAD framework to improve the extricated feature set utilizing the Glowworm Swarm
Optimization (GSO) algorithm in mammograms [25]. In their work, the features are acquired utilizing a
GLCM. It is tracked down that all separated features are not important, and to moderate this, GSO is
utilized to advance the Feature Vector (FV). Further, SVM is applied to characterize the mammogram as
ordinary or unusual. This methodology yields an exactness of 87%.

3 ARAN with White Mass Estimation for Improved Micro Calcification Identification

Early detection of breast cancer is believed to increase survival. The best available breast imaging
technique is to use low dose X-rays to detect breast cancer before experiencing mammography
symptoms. Mammograms may indicate breast cancer in a better manner for the people with defects and
micro calcifications. This research’s main objective is to develop image processing algorithms and
increase the accuracy of breast cancer diagnostics in computer-assisted detection by categorizing women
into different risk groups. The block diagram of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1.

3.1 Preprocessing –Butterworth Filter

Usually, digital mammogram images are distorted due to the sensors used and the other artifacts. Therefore,
accurate results are not possible. So preprocessing techniques are used to improve images with higher accuracy
results. In this work, a preprocessing method with a Butterworth filter is introduced to enhance the input image.
The proposed preprocessing filter is tuned to the local ridgeline direction. The ridge frequency is applied to the
channel pixel normalized input mammogram image to obtain an enhanced image.
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The Result of the Preprocessing is shown in Fig. 2. As compared with the input image (Figs. 2a–2c, 2g
and 2h), the preprocessed (Figs. 2d–2f, 2i and 2j) image have low noise.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed system

Figure 2: Input image (digital database for screening mammography (DDSM) dataset) and preprocessed image
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3.2 Multimodal Clustering Segmentation

The second stage CAD-based mass detection plan, is to separate suspicious areas that include masses
from the background parenchyma, i.e., divide the mammogram into several non-attempted areas and then
exclude ROIs and place suspicious mass region. The suspect area is brighter than its surroundings and
has an almost uniform density, the size is varied and has blurred boundaries. Segmenting the mass of a
sculpture from others can be a complex process due to the diversity of the mass characteristics from one
image to another. In this work, Multimodal clustering segmentation method is used. Multimodal
Clustering Segmentation is considered the most important overlooked learning problem. This system
finds and collects the unlabeled information. Clustering is the process of organizing objects into groups
that are similar in some way to a member. A cluster is a set of items “similar” among them and
“different” from other cluster objects. An iterative system starts relegating every pixel to the closest
gathering center utilizing a different measure D (Eq. (3)), which consolidates separation of clustering
accuracy (Eq. (4)) and separation of spatial accuracy (Eq. (5)).

D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dc
m

� �2

þ ds
S

� �2
s

(1)

dc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
Sp2B

ðIðxi;yi;SpÞ � Iðxj;yj;SpÞÞ2
s

(2)

ds ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxij � yijÞ2

q
(3)

where

D = Separation measure, dc = Clustering Accuracy

I = Number of Iterations, S = Quantity of separated Pixel

x = Set of Pixels, y = Set of cluster centers

In this work, the clustering result is formed from mammogram images for two classes. Each type has a
three-dimensional vector character with a gray and black value per pixel along with the class label.

Input: Preprocessed image

Output: Number of Clusters

Begin

Step 1: Create and initialize a data structure

Step 2: Initialize and compute the centroid for each class

Cij ¼
Pmi

q¼0Dati;j;q

mi
(4)

where Cij = centroid, j = number of features, q = number of patterns and i = total number of classes

Step 3: Calculate the data matrix in every pixel

3.1 obtain the result of centroid distance in every cluster.

Distance ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðPixel Data matrix� Cij Þ2

q
(5)
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3.2 Calculate the minimum distance and Assign cluster labels

Pixeli ¼ Classlabelðminimumðdistance½i�Þ (6)

Step 4: Evaluate the objective function

J ¼
XN
i¼1

XC
j¼1

lijjxi � Cjj2 (7)

where J is the objective function, N is the number of pixels in the image, C is the number of clusters, μ is the
centroid of xi’s cluster, xi is the ith pixel in N, cj is jth cluster in C and |xi-cj| is the Euclidean distance between
xi and c

Step 5: Move to step 3 and repeat the process until the objective function minimized

Step 6: label in the final class is assigned. The result of segmentation is shown in Fig. 3.

3.3 Multilevel Tetrolet Feature Extraction

The extracted feature distribution can specify each pixel of a digitized mammogram, according to their
neighboring pixels. Feature extraction in mammogram analysis is practically inevitable, and a good selection
of features gives it high accuracy. This feature values the image, which is called the feature vector helps in

Figure 3: Segmentation output
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finding the abnormality. The Multilevel Tetrolet Transformation based Feature extraction method is used to
extract the mammogram’s features in this work. In proposed approach, tetrolet transform is used for texture
feature extraction. Raghuwanshi and Tyagi have proposed a new texture image retrieval system based on
tetrolet transform. Tetrolet works on the principle of tetrominoes. One of the key advantages of using
tetrolet is its adaptability. Since traditional wavelet transform works only in two directions while tetrolet
analyzes the image according to local image geometry.

Algorithm of Multilevel Tetrolet Feature Extraction

Input: Gray scale image I of size N × N where N = 2k where k∈N , the number of decomposition level J
(default value log2N � 1Þ; number of covering num cov ¼ 64:

Output: Texture Feature Vector

Initialization: Initialize database = null, r = 1 and count2 = 1.

Iterate as follows:

Step 1: Input image I, number of decomposition level J = 4, lowr-1 = I and num-cov = 64

Step 2: Apply the tetrolet transform to generate different frequency sub bands

lowj; hj1; h
j
2 and hj3. Where low shows the low pass h1, h2 and h3 shows the high passes

for each block at jth sub band. //tetrolet decomposition and selection of best tile

Step 3: For each decomposition level r, where r < = J perform the following:

For count1 = 1 to 64

Separate one low and three high pass coefficients at each block.

Assign numbering using bijective mapping and store in database

Count = count1 + 1;

End

For count2 = 1 to 64

Select best tile among 64 at level r from database to get best local geometry of the image at each
level of decomposition.

Selected best combination of low pass sub band = lowr
b, where b is best selection at level r is used

for further decomposition.

Count2 = count2 + 1;

End

r = r+1;

End

// feature vector creation

Step 4: For j = 1 to J

Calculate the standard deviation of lowj
b; h

j
1b; h

j
2b and hj3b at each decomposition level where b is

the best tile at level j for image geometry.

Calculate the energy ljb; h
j
1b; h

j
2b and hj3b.
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Store standard deviation and energy in feature database for sub bands and level J.
TFVfjg ¼ ½Standard deviation ðjÞ; EnergyðjÞ�.

j = j+1;

End

Step5: output TFV

3.4 Adaptive Resource Allocation Neural Network Classifier

Adaptive Resource Allocation Network (ARAN) classifiers are trained feed-forward network type using
supervised training algorithms. The ARAN network’s main advantage is that it uses only a single hidden
layer and uses the radial basis function as its execution function. The ARAN network usually trains much
faster than back-propagation systems. This network is less suspected of problems because of the behavior
of the non-standard input in hidden units.

The Architecture of ARAN is shown in Fig. 4. The following Eq. (8) shows the overall network output
of ARAN.

yðxÞ ¼
XM
i¼1

wie
�ðjx�ciÞ2

2r2

� �
(8)

where

x, y(x) = input and output function, ci = Cluster center

r ¼ Center basis function, M = number of basis function centered.

Adaptive Resource Allocation Network is a type of sequential learning-based Radial Basis Function
(RBF) network. Thus ARAN is a network that learning new computational units that allocate more
patterns. The center (Xj) and a width (σj) are two important parameters associated with each hidden unit.
The activation function of each hidden unit is symmetric to the input space. The output of every hidden
unit depends only on the radial distance between the input vector ξi and the hidden unit Xj parameter
center. The weight of every hidden unit and output unit are connected using Wkj.

Figure 4: Architecture of ARAN
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The following equations discuss the overall network output.

Ok ¼
X
j

WkjVj ; j ¼ 1 to n ðnumber of hidden unitsÞ (9)

Vj ¼ e�jXj�nij2 =2r
2

j (10)

where

Vj = jth hidden unit’s Result Wkj = Weight connect between hidden unit j and output k

Xj = Center σj = width of hidden unit

The learning period of ARAN includes the portion of new hidden units and the variation of network
boundaries. The network starts with no hidden units, i.e., the network begins with no data’s and no
patterns are yet stored. As input-output (ξi, yk) information are got during training, some of them are
utilized for creating new hidden units relies upon the information which is chosen the accompanying
conditions

d ¼ jXj � nij. d (11)

e ¼ jyk � Ok j. emin (12)

where

Xj = Center, δ and emin = Thresholds value of width and center

If the above two conditions are fulfilled, the information is viewed as unique, and another hidden unit is
added. The principal level expresses that the information should be at a distance from all centers, and the
subsequent condition expresses that the error between the network output and the target output must be
significant. The emin addresses the ideal approximate accuracy of the network output, and the δ addresses
the distance in resolution size of the input space. The network begins with δn = δmax. The estimation of
δmax as the enormous interest in this info space, normally the whole non-resident input space is picked
with zero probability. The distance δ is mathematically disintegrated as δ = max {dmax, γ

n, dmin}, where 0
< γ < 1 is the decay constant. The value for δ is decomposed until δmin, where it reaches the smallest
length scale of interest. The exponential decaying of the norm allows far less basic tasks with larger
widths. With the number of observations, the smaller widths’ functions are fine-tuned to separate the
approximation. The following equations give the parameters with the new hidden unit.

WkjðnewÞ ¼ e (13)

XjðnewÞ ¼ Xj (14)

rjðnewÞ ¼ kjXj � nij (15)

where

k = overlap factor determines the overlap of the hidden units’ responses in the input space. As k grows
more extensive, the reactions of the units overlap more and more. When an observation (ξi, yk) is not pass
new criteria, and a new hidden unit is not added. But the network parameters can only be adapted to
match the Xj and Wjk observation. The Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm is used to adjusting the Xj

and Wjk. The ARAN algorithm is discussed as follows
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Algorithm of ARAN Network:

Step 1: Set d ¼ dmax

Step 2: For a given pair of input-output (ξi, yk), Compute the output Ok ¼
P
j
WkjVj ; j ¼ 1 to n

Step3: Compute the error e = yk −Ok

Step 4: Compute δ = max {dmax, γ
n, dmin},

Step 5: If d > δ and e > emin, then insert a Radial Bias Function unit into the hidden layer,

set its width σj = k|Xj − ξi| and set the center coordinates equal to

input pattern

K = overlap factor that determines the amount of overlap of the

responses of the hidden units in the input space

Else

Step 6: Update the weights using the following equations

Wkj(new) =Wkj(old) + α * e * Vj Where α is learning Rate

XjiðnewÞ ¼ XijðoldÞ þ DXji

where

DXji ¼ 2g
r2

�ðXj � niÞ�Vj�
X

ðOk � ykÞ�Wkj

Step 7: Save the network parameters and classify the result of mammogram

The overall flow chart of the proposed ARAN is shown in Fig. 5. Accessed from the exclusive image
features, this method can distinguish pixels that respect themselves on a low resolution scale. The technology
selects a small pixel arrangement with the micro calcification to determine the pixel that exceeds the clear
edge self-esteem light. Based on the number of distinguished pixels and the area’s span, the proposed
system dealing with micro calcification depth measures. The comparability of small-scale calcifications is
registered by the similarity of the more in-depth actions of smaller-scale calcifications. Each segment has
its small-scale calcification depth measure given the deep micro calcification measures, the comparability
with other areas in this work process.

4 Experimental Validations

This section discusses the simulation results and performance analysis of the proposed Adaptive
Resource Allocation Neural Network-based mammogram classification system. For evaluation, the Digital
Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) and Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS)
data set have been used. The details of datasets are shown in Tab. 1, and the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) screen of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 6. The proposed model is simulated using
MATLAB software.

The simulation result screenshot of input data training and error ratio evaluation of the proposed
Adaptive Resource Allocation Neural network-based mammogram classification system is shown in
Fig. 7. The simulation result screenshot of input data training weight adjustment of proposed adaptive
resource allocation neural network-based mammogram classification system is shown in Fig. 8. The
simulation result screenshot of input test data with weight adjustment of proposed adaptive resource
allocation neural network-based mammogram classification system is shown in Fig. 9.
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The simulation result screenshot of abnormality classification of the proposed adaptive resource
allocation neural network-based mammogram classification system is shown in Fig. 10. The following
Class of abnormality is present: Calcification (CALC), Well-defined/circumscribed masses (CIRC),
Spiculated masses (SPIC), ill-defined masses (MISC), Architectural distortion (ARCH), Asymmetry
(ASYM) and Normal (NORM).

Tabs. 2 and 3 discuss the confusion matrix’s simulation results for class-1 in MIAS and DDSM datasets
with Adaptive Resource allocation neural networks. The result of this class-1 confusion matrix is used to
evaluate the performance of the proposed system.

Figure 5: Flow chart of proposed ARAN based mammogram classification

Table 1: Details of dataset

Dataset Category Number of images

MIAS Normal (Class-1) 200

Benign (Class-2) 68

Malignant (Class-3) 54

DDSM Normal (Class-1) 164

Benign (Class-2) 640

Malignant (Class-3) 760

TOTAL 1887
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Figure 6: GUI screen of proposed system

Figure 7: Input data training
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Figure 8: Simulation result of weight adjustment

Figure 9: GUI screen of testing
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The classification result of class-1 for the MIAS and DDSM dataset is shown in Fig. 11. The proposed
ARAN classifier perfectly classify the result of class-1. The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of Proposed
ARAN with MIAS dataset’s class-1 results are 92.45%, 97.87% and 95.0%, respectively. The sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy of Proposed ARAN with the DDSM dataset’s class-1 results are 90.69%, 97.33%
and 93.78%, respectively.

Figure 10: Simulation result with abnormality classification

Table 2: Confusion matrix of class-1 for MIAS dataset for ARAN

Positive Negative

Positive True Positive = 98 False Positive = 2

Negative False Negative = 8 True Negative = 92

Table 3: Confusion matrix of class-1 for DDSM dataset for ARAN

Positive Negative

Positive True Positive = 78 False Positive = 2

Negative False Negative = 8 True Negative = 73

Figure 11: Classification result of class-1
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Tabs. 4 and 5 discuss the confusion matrix’s simulation results for class-2 in MIAS and DDSM datasets,
respectively. The result of this class-2 confusion matrix is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed
system as shown in Fig. 12.

Tabs. 6 and 7 discuss the confusion matrix’s simulation results for class-3 in MIAS and DDSM datasets.
The result of this class-3 confusion matrix is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed system.

Table 4: Confusion matrix of class-2 for MIAS dataset

Positive Negative

Positive True Positive = 30 False Positive = 2

Negative False Negative = 5 True Negative = 31

Table 5: Confusion matrix of class-2 for DDSM dataset

Positive Negative

Positive True Positive = 298 False Positive = 8

Negative False Negative = 27 True Negative= 307

Figure 12: Classification result of class-2

Table 6: Confusion matrix of class-3 for MIAS dataset

Positive Negative

Positive True Positive = 26 False Positive = 1

Negative False Negative = 3 True Negative = 24

Table 7: Confusion matrix of class-3 for DDSM dataset

Positive Negative

Positive True Positive = 350 False Positive = 14

Negative False Negative = 31 True Negative = 365
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The classification result of class-3 for the MIAS and DDSM dataset is shown in Fig. 13. The proposed
ARAN classifier perfectly classify the result of class-3. The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of Proposed
ARAN with MIAS dataset’s class-3 results are 89.65%, 96.0% and 92.59%. The sensitivity, specificity
and accuracy of Proposed ARAN with DDSM dataset’s class-3 results are 91.86%, 96.30% and
94.07%, respectively.

Tab. 8 discusses the proposed ARAN method’s overall classification ratio analysis with some other
existing processes with the MIAS dataset. As compared with existing SVM and PCA methods, the
proposed methods achieve the best classification accuracy. The overall accuracy of ARAN-based
mammogram classification is 93.33%.

Fig. 14 discusses the overall classification ratio accuracy analysis of the proposed method with some
other existing methods. As compared with existing methods, the proposed ARAN gives the best result
against the MIAS dataset. The overall accuracy of ARAN-based mammogram classification is 93.33%.

Figure 13: Classification result of class-3

Table 8: Performance evaluation of overall classification accuracy with different classifiers

Sl.
no

Name of the
researcher & year

Techniques used Database Overall
classification
accuracy

1 Y. Ireaneus Anna
Rejaniet et al.
2009

SWT, Shape features SVM(RBF kernel) MIAS 88.75%

3 Ioan B. et al. 2011 Gabor wavelets and directional features, feature
reduction using Principal component analysis
(PCA), SVM

MIAS 84.37%

4 P. Valarmathi
2018

Texture features, shape features, margin features-
SVM (RBF)

MIAS 82.30%

7 Proposed Work MLTT-Texture features-ARAN MIAS 93.33
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5 Conclusion

This work demonstrates how neural networks are used to detect, segment, and classify mammograms
being expressed. Using the centers and widths of the hidden nodes as templates for detection and
segmentation provides a guide for intelligent search through possible mammogram space. This approach
increases cancer detection by collecting the desired specific objects to submit a request; improving
segmentation by generating high-quality initial outlines with different objects. The centers and widths are
relatively new using the Adaptive Resource Allocation Neural Network to creating a tight set and well-
separated clusters. The system supports a clear screen hidden in nodes as templates. The simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed method’s learning rate is good. The overall sensitivity, specificity
and accuracy of the MIAS-based dataset are 90.11%, 96.91% and 93.33%. The overall sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy of DDSM based dataset are 91.41%, 97.03% and 94.10%, respectively. Further
directions of this work shall include a deep learning method to improve the performance and reduce the
computational complexity.
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